The confidence profile method: a Bayesian method for assessing health technologies.
The Confidence Profile Method is a Bayesian method for adjusting and combining pieces of evidence to estimate parameters, such as the effect of health technologies on health outcomes. The information in each piece of evidence is captured in a likelihood function that gives the likelihood of the observed results of the evidence as a function of possible values of the parameter. A posterior distribution is calculated from Bayes formula as the product of the likelihood function and a prior distribution. Multiple pieces of evidence are incorporated by successive applications of Bayes' formula. Pieces of evidence are adjusted for biases to internal or external validity by modeling the biases and deriving "adjusted" likelihood functions that incorporate the models. Likelihood functions have been derived for one-, two- and multi-arm prospective studies; 2 x 2, 2 x n and matched case-control studies, and cross-sectional studies. Biases that can be incorporated in likelihood functions include crossover in controlled trials, error in measurement outcomes, patient selection biases, differences in technologies, and differences in length of follow-up. Effect measures include differences of rates, ratios of rates, and odds ratios. The elements of the method are illustrated with an analysis of the effect of a thrombolytic agent on the difference in probability of 1-year survival after a heart attack.